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The band «Frail Hearts» is named after Versicorae Domlion’s character. She is a very strong-willed young princess, who is the last surviving heir of Domlian line. Her father was killed in an accident, and it is her story to break free from the rule that has been imposed on her by her mother. There will be six chapters, with her journey, and each chapter will be available in
four different versions. The lyrics for this music are mostly written by Ignotum, so be sure to check it out!Q: Toggle the visibility of a div without changing its height I'm using jQuery to toggle the visibility of a hidden div on a live site: $("#divID").toggle(); My problem is that as the text inside the div grows bigger, the div's height increases as well, and so the height of

the page. When it's hidden, the page height is correct. Is there a way to change the css height:? A: You can use the width attribute and the display style attribute to change the element's size. Here's an example: $("#divID").toggle(); $("#divID").css("display","block"); $("#divID").css("width",500); $("#divID").css("display","none"); $("#divID").css("width",0); You could
add padding or margin to the element to get a desired effect. Q: How to correctly write a function that accepts a parenthesized value expression as an argument I'm writing a function that accepts a parenthesized value expression as an argument. For example, I've written void f(int x); void g(int (i)[3]); to denote that each int[3] in the [] should only be processed by f

and not g. I want to write void f(int (x)) { } to match the previous definition. The problem is, I don't know how to define a function template that can accept a parenthesized value expression as an argument. This is a very simplified case, but there are requirements where the function may have more than one parameter. A: There is no
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